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How Would a Patriot Act?
A Tragic Legacy
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With Liberty and Justice for Some

This book is dedicated to all those who have sought to shine a light on the US
government’s secret mass surveillance systems, particularly the courageous whistleblowers who have risked their liberty to do so.

The United States government has perfected a technological capability that enables us to monitor the messages that go
through the air.… That capability at any time could be turned around on the American people, and no American would
have any privacy left, such is the capability to monitor everything—telephone conversations, telegrams, it doesn’t matter.
There would be no place to hide.
—Senator Frank Church, Chair, Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence
Activities, 1975

INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 2005, without much in the way of grandiose expectations, I decided to create a politic
blog. I had little idea at the time how much this decision would eventually change my life. M
principal motive was that I was becoming increasingly alarmed by the radical and extremist theorie
of power the US government had adopted in the wake of 9/11, and I hoped that writing about suc
issues might allow me to make a broader impact than I could in my then-career as a constitutional an
civil rights lawyer.
Just seven weeks after I began blogging, the New York Times dropped a bombshell: in 2001,
reported, the Bush administration had secretly ordered the National Security Agency (NSA) t
eavesdrop on the electronic communications of Americans without obtaining the warrants required b
relevant criminal law. At the time that it was revealed, this warrantless eavesdropping had been goin
on for four years and had targeted at least several thousand Americans.
The subject was a perfect convergence of my passions and my expertise. The government tried
justify the secret NSA program by invoking exactly the kind of extreme theory of executive powe
that had motivated me to begin writing: the notion that the threat of terrorism vested the preside
with virtually unlimited authority to do anything to “keep the nation safe,” including the authority
break the law. The ensuing debate entailed complex questions of constitutional law and statutor
interpretation, which my legal background rendered me well suited to address.
I spent the next two years covering every aspect of the NSA warrantless wiretapping scandal, o
my blog and in a bestselling 2006 book. My position was straightforward: by ordering illeg
eavesdropping, the president had committed crimes and should be held accountable for them. I
America’s increasingly jingoistic and oppressive political climate, this proved to be an intensel
controversial stance.
It was this background that prompted Edward Snowden, several years later, to choose me as h
first contact person for revealing NSA wrong-doing on an even more massive scale. He said h
believed I could be counted on to understand the dangers of mass surveillance and extreme sta
secrecy, and not to back down in the face of pressure from the government and its many allies in th
media and elsewhere.
The remarkable volume of top secret documents that Snowden passed on to me, along with th
high drama surrounding Snowden himself, have generated unprecedented worldwide interest in th
menace of mass electronic surveillance and the value of privacy in the digital age. But the underlyin
problems have been festering for years, largely in the dark.
There are, to be sure, many unique aspects to the current NSA controversy. Technology has now
enabled a type of ubiquitous surveillance that had previously been the province of only the mo
imaginative science fiction writers. Moreover, the post-9/11 American veneration of security abov

all else has created a climate particularly conducive to abuses of power. And thanks to Snowden’
bravery and the relative ease of copying digital information, we have an unparalleled firsthand look
the details of how the surveillance system actually operates.
Still, in many respects the issues raised by the NSA story resonate with numerous episodes from
the past, stretching back across the centuries. Indeed, opposition to government invasion of privac
was a major factor in the establishment of the United States itself, as American colonists proteste
laws that let British officials ransack at will any home they wished. It was legitimate, the colonis
agreed, for the state to obtain specific, targeted warrants to search individuals when there wa
evidence to establish probable cause of their wrongdoing. But general warrants—the practice o
making the entire citizenry subject to indiscriminate searches—were inherently illegitimate.
The Fourth Amendment enshrined this idea in American law. Its language is clear and succinc
“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonab
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable caus
supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person
or things to be seized.” It was intended, above all, to abolish forever in America the power of th
government to subject its citizens to generalized, suspicionless surveillance.
The clash over surveillance in the eighteenth century focused on house searches, but as technolog
evolved, surveillance evolved with it. In the mid-nineteenth century, as the spread of railways bega
to allow for cheap and rapid mail delivery, the British government’s surreptitious opening of ma
caused a major scandal in the UK. By the early decades of the twentieth century, the US Bureau o
Investigation—the precursor of today’s FBI—was using wiretaps, along with mail monitoring an
informants, to clamp down on those opposed to American government policies.
No matter the specific techniques involved, historically mass surveillance has had several consta
attributes. Initially, it is always the country’s dissidents and marginalized who bear the brunt of th
surveillance, leading those who support the government or are merely apathetic to mistakenly believ
they are immune. And history shows that the mere existence of a mass surveillance apparatu
regardless of how it is used, is in itself sufficient to stifle dissent. A citizenry that is aware of alway
being watched quickly becomes a compliant and fearful one.
Frank Church’s mid-1970s investigation into the FBI’s spying shockingly found that the agenc
had labeled half a million US citizens as potential “subversives,” routinely spying on people base
purely on their political beliefs. (The FBI’s list of targets ranged from Martin Luther King to Joh
Lennon, from the women’s liberation movement to the anti-Communist John Birch Society.) But th
plague of surveillance abuse is hardly unique to American history. On the contrary, mass surveillanc
is a universal temptation for any unscrupulous power. And in every instance, the motive is the same
suppressing dissent and mandating compliance.
Surveillance thus unites governments of otherwise remarkably divergent political creeds. At th
turn of the twentieth century, the British and French empires both created specialized monitorin
departments to deal with the threat of anticolonialist movements. After World War II, the Eas

German Ministry of State Security, popularly known as the Stasi, became synonymous wit
government intrusion into personal lives. And more recently, as popular protests during the Ara
Spring challenged dictators’ grasp on power, the regimes in Syria, Egypt, and Libya all sought to sp
on the Internet use of domestic dissenters.
Investigations by Bloomberg News and the Wall Street Journal have shown that as thes
dictatorships were overwhelmed by protestors, they literally went shopping for surveillance tools fro
Western technology companies. Syria’s Assad regime flew in employees from the Italian surveillanc
company Area SpA, who were told that the Syrians “urgently needed to track people.” In Egyp
Mubarak’s secret police bought tools to penetrate Skype encryption and eavesdrop on activists’ call
And in Libya, the Journal reported, journalists and rebels who entered a government monitorin
center in 2011 found “a wall of black refrigerator-size devices” from the French surveillance compan
Amesys. The equipment “inspected the Internet traffic” of Libya’s main Internet service provide
“opening emails, divining passwords, snooping on online chats and mapping connections amon
various suspects.”
The ability to eavesdrop on people’s communications vests immense power in those who do i
And unless such power is held in check by rigorous oversight and accountability, it is almost certain
be abused. Expecting the US government to operate a massive surveillance machine in comple
secrecy without falling prey to its temptations runs counter to every historical example and a
available evidence about human nature.
Indeed, even before Snowden’s revelations, it was already becoming clear that treating the Unite
States as somehow exceptional on the issue of surveillance is a highly naive stance. In 2006, at
congressional hearing titled “The Internet in China: A Tool for Freedom or Suppression?,” speaker
lined up to condemn American technology companies for helping China suppress dissent on th
Internet. Christopher Smith (R-NJ), the congressman presiding over the hearing, likened Yahoo!’
cooperation with Chinese secret police to handing Anne Frank over to the Nazis. It was a full-throate
harangue, a typical performance when American officials speak about a regime not aligned with th
United States.
But even the congressional attendees couldn’t help noting that the hearing happened to take plac
just two months after the New York Times revealed the vast warrantless domestic wiretapping carrie
out by the Bush administration. In light of those revelations, denouncing other countries for carryin
out their own domestic surveillance rang rather hollow. Representative Brad Sherman (D-CA
speaking after Representative Smith, noted that the technology companies being told to resist th
Chinese regime should also be careful regarding their own government. “Otherwise,” he warne
prophetically, “while those in China may see their privacy violated in the most heinous ways, we her
in the United States may also find that perhaps some future president asserting these very broa
interpretations of the Constitution is reading our e-mail, and I would prefer that not happen without
court order.”
Over the past decades, the fear of terrorism—stoked by consistent exaggerations of the actu

threat—has been exploited by US leaders to justify a wide array of extremist policies. It has led
wars of aggression, a worldwide torture regime, and the detention (and even assassination) of bo
foreign nationals and American citizens without any charges. But the ubiquitous, secretive system o
suspicionless surveillance that it has spawned may very well turn out to be its most enduring legac
This is so because, despite all the historical parallels, there is also a genuinely new dimension to th
current NSA surveillance scandal: the role now played by the Internet in daily life.
Especially for the younger generation, the Internet is not some standalone, separate domain whe
a few of life’s functions are carried out. It is not merely our post office and our telephone. Rather, it
the epicenter of our world, the place where virtually everything is done. It is where friends are mad
where books and films are chosen, where political activism is organized, where the most private da
is created and stored. It is where we develop and express our very personality and sense of self.
To turn that network into a system of mass surveillance has implications unlike those of an
previous state surveillance programs. All the prior spying systems were by necessity more limited an
capable of being evaded. To permit surveillance to take root on the Internet would mean subjectin
virtually all forms of human interaction, planning, and even thought itself to comprehensive sta
examination.
From the time that it first began to be widely used, the Internet has been seen by many a
possessing an extraordinary potential: the ability to liberate hundreds of millions of people b
democratizing political discourse and leveling the playing field between the powerful and th
powerless. Internet freedom—the ability to use the network without institutional constraints, social o
state control, and pervasive fear—is central to the fulfillment of that promise. Converting the Intern
into a system of surveillance thus guts it of its core potential. Worse, it turns the Internet into a tool o
repression, threatening to produce the most extreme and oppressive weapon of state intrusion huma
history has ever seen.
That’s what makes Snowden’s revelations so stunning and so vitally important. By daring t
expose the NSA’s astonishing surveillance capabilities and its even more astounding ambitions, he ha
made it clear, with these disclosures, that we stand at a historic crossroads. Will the digital age ushe
in the individual liberation and political freedoms that the Internet is uniquely capable of unleashing
Or will it bring about a system of omnipresent monitoring and control, beyond the dreams of even th
greatest tyrants of the past? Right now, either path is possible. Our actions will determine where w
end up.

1

CONTACT

On December 1, 2012, I received my first communication from Edward Snowden, although I had n
idea at the time that it was from him.
The contact came in the form of an email from someone calling himself Cincinnatus, a referenc
to Lucius Quinctius Cincinnatus, the Roman farmer who, in the fifth century BC, was appointe
dictator of Rome to defend the city against attack. He is most remembered for what he did aft
vanquishing Rome’s enemies: he immediately and voluntarily gave up political power and returned t
farming life. Hailed as a “model of civic virtue,” Cincinnatus has become a symbol of the use o
political power in the public interest and the worth of limiting or even relinquishing individual pow
for the greater good.
The email began: “The security of people’s communications is very important to me,” and i
stated purpose was to urge me to begin using PGP encryption so that “Cincinnatus” coul
communicate things in which, he said, he was certain I would be interested. Invented in 1991, PG
stands for “pretty good privacy.” It has been developed into a sophisticated tool to shield email an
other forms of online communications from surveillance and hacking.
The program essentially wraps every email in a protective shield, which is a code composed o
hundreds, or even thousands, of random numbers and case-sensitive letters. The most advance
intelligence agencies around the world—a class that certainly includes the National Security Agenc
—possess password-cracking software capable of one billion guesses per second. But so lengthy an
random are these PGP encryption codes that even the most sophisticated software requires many yea
to break them. People who most fear having their communications monitored, such as intelligenc
operatives, spies, human rights activists, and hackers, trust this form of encryption to protect the
messages.
In this email, “Cincinnatus” said he had searched everywhere for my PGP “public key,” a uniqu
code set that allows people to receive encrypted email, but could not find it. From this, he conclude
that I was not using the program and told me, “That puts anyone who communicates with you at ris
I’m not arguing that every communication you are involved in be encrypted, but you should at lea
provide communicants with that option.”
“Cincinnatus” then referenced the sex scandal of General David Petraeus, whose career-endin
extramarital affair with journalist Paula Broadwell was discovered when investigators found Goog
emails between the two. Had Petraeus encrypted his messages before handing them over to Gmail o
storing them in his drafts folder, he wrote, investigators would not have been able to read them
“Encryption matters, and it is not just for spies and philanderers.” Installing encrypted email, he sai

“is a critically-necessary security measure for anyone who wishes to communicate with you.”
To motivate me to follow his advice, he added, “There are people out there you would like to hea
from who will never be able to contact you without knowing their messages cannot be read in transit.
Then he offered to help me install the program: “If you need any help at all with this, please let m
know, or alternately request help on Twitter. You have many technically-proficient followers who ar
willing to offer immediate assistance.” He signed off: “Thank you. C.”
Using encryption software was something I had long intended to do. I had been writing for yea
about WikiLeaks, whistle-blowers, the hacktivist collective known as Anonymous, and related topic
and had also communicated from time to time with people inside the US national securi
establishment. Most of them are very concerned about the security of their communications an
preventing unwanted monitoring. But the program is complicated, especially for someone who ha
very little skill in programming and computers, like me. So it was one of those things I had nev
gotten around to doing.
C.’s email did not move me to action. Because I had become known for covering stories the rest o
the media often ignores, I frequently hear from all sorts of people offering me a “huge story,” and
usually turns out to be nothing. And at any given moment I am usually working on more stories than
can handle. So I need something concrete to make me drop what I’m doing in order to pursue a ne
lead. Despite the vague allusion to “people out there” I “would like to hear from,” there was nothing
C.’s email that I found sufficiently enticing. I read it but did not reply.
Three days later, I heard from C. again, asking me to confirm receipt of the first email. This time
replied quickly. “I got this and am going to work on it. I don’t have a PGP code, and don’t know ho
to do that, but I will try to find someone who can help me.”
C. replied later that day with a clear, step-by-step guide to the PGP system: Encryption fo
Dummies, in essence. At the end of the instructions, which I found complex and confusing, mostly du
to my own ignorance, he said these were just “the barest basics. If you can’t find anyone to walk yo
through installation, generation, and use,” he added, “please let me know. I can facilitate contact wit
people who understand crypto almost anywhere in the world.”
This email ended with more a pointed sign-off: “Cryptographically yours, Cincinnatus.”
Despite my intentions, I never created the time to work on encryption. Seven weeks went by, an
my failure to do this weighed a bit on my mind. What if this person really did have an important stor
one I would miss just because I failed to install a computer program? Apart from anything else,
knew encryption might be valuable in the future, even if Cincinnatus turned out to have nothing o
interest.
On January 28, 2013, I emailed C. to say that I would get someone to help me with encryption an
hopefully would have it done within the next day or so.
C. replied the next day: “That’s great news! If you need any further help or have questions in th
future, you will always be welcome to reach out. Please accept my sincerest thanks for your support o
communications privacy! Cincinnatus.”

But yet again, I did nothing, consumed as I was at the time with other stories, and sti
unconvinced that C. had anything worthwhile to say. There was no conscious decision to do nothing.
was simply that on my always too-long list of things to take care of, installing encryption technolog
at the behest of this unknown person never became pressing enough for me to stop other things an
focus on it.
C. and I thus found ourselves in a Catch-22. He was unwilling to tell me anything specific abo
what he had, or even who he was and where he worked, unless I installed encryption. But without th
enticement of specifics, it was not a priority to respond to his request and take the time to install th
program.
In the face of my inaction, C. stepped up his efforts. He produced a ten-minute video entitled PG
for Journalists. Using software that generates a computer voice, the video instructed me in an eas
step-by-step fashion how to install encryption software, complete with charts and visuals.
Still I did nothing. It was at that point that C., as he later told me, become frustrated. “Here am I
he thought, “ready to risk my liberty, perhaps even my life, to hand this guy thousands of Top Secre
documents from the nation’s most secretive agency—a leak that will produce dozens if not hundred
of huge journalistic scoops. And he can’t even be bothered to install an encryption program.”
That’s how close I came to blowing off one of the largest and most consequential national securit
leaks in US history.
* * *

The next I heard of any of this was ten weeks later. On April 18, I flew from my home in Rio d
Janeiro to New York, where I was scheduled to give some talks on the dangers of government secrec
and civil liberties abuses done in the name of the War on Terror.
On landing at JFK Airport, I saw that I had an email message from Laura Poitras, the documentar
filmmaker, which read: “Any chance you’ll be in the US this coming week? I’d love to touch bas
about something, though best to do in person.”
I take seriously any message from Laura Poitras. One of the most focused, fearless, an
independent individuals I’ve ever known, she has made film after film in the riskiest o
circumstances, with no crew or the support of a news organization, just a modest budget, one camer
and her determination. At the height of the worst violence of the Iraq War, she ventured into the Sunn
Triangle to make My Country, My Country, an unflinching look at life under US occupation that wa
nominated for an Academy award.
For her next film, The Oath, Poitras traveled to Yemen, where she spent months following tw
Yemeni men—Osama bin Laden’s bodyguard as well as his driver. Since then, Poitras has bee
working on a documentary about NSA surveillance. The three films, conceived as a trilogy about U
conduct during the War on Terror, made her a constant target of harassment by government authoritie
every time she entered or left the country.
Through Laura, I learned a valuable lesson. By the time we first met, in 2010, she had bee

detained in airports by the Department of Homeland Security more than three dozen times as sh
entered the United States—interrogated, threatened, her materials seized, including her lapto
cameras, and notebooks. Yet she repeatedly decided not to go public with the relentless harassmen
fearing that the repercussions would make her work impossible. That changed after an unusual
abusive interrogation at Newark Liberty International Airport. Laura had had enough. “It’s gettin
worse, not better, from my being silent.” She was ready for me to write about it.
The article I published in the online political magazine Salon detailing the constant interrogation
to which Poitras had been subjected received substantial attention, drawing statements of support an
denunciations of the harassment. The next time Poitras flew out of the United States after the artic
ran, there was no interrogation and she did not have her materials seized. Over the next couple o
months, there was no harassment. For the first time in years, Laura was able to travel freely.
The lesson for me was clear: national security officials do not like the light. They act abusive
and thuggishly only when they believe they are safe, in the dark. Secrecy is the linchpin of abuse o
power, we discovered, its enabling force. Transparency is the only real antidote.
* * *

At JFK, reading Laura’s email, I replied immediately: “Actually, just got to the US this morning.…
Where are you?” We arranged a meeting for the next day, in the lobby at my hotel in Yonkers,
Marriott, and found seats in the restaurant, At Laura’s insistence, we moved tables twice befor
beginning our conversation to be sure that nobody could hear us. Laura then got down to business. Sh
had an “extremely important and sensitive matter” to discuss, she said, and security was critical.
Since I had my cell phone with me, Laura asked that I either remove the battery or leave it in m
hotel room. “It sounds paranoid,” she said, but the government has the capability to activate ce
phones and laptops remotely as eavesdropping devices. Powering off the phone or laptop does n
defeat the capability: only removing the battery does. I’d heard this before from transparency activis
and hackers but tended to write it off as excess caution, but this time I took it seriously because
came from Laura. After discovering that the battery on my cell phone could not be removed, I took
back to my room, then returned to the restaurant.
Now Laura began to talk. She had received a series of anonymous emails from someone wh
seemed both honest and serious. He claimed to have access to some extremely secret an
incriminating documents about the US government spying on its own citizens and on the rest of th
world. He was determined to leak these documents to her and had specifically requested that she wor
with me on releasing and reporting on them. I made no connection at the time to the long-sinc
forgotten emails I had received from Cincinnatus months earlier. They had been parked at the back o
my mind, out of view.
Laura then pulled several pages out of her purse from two of the emails sent by the anonymou
leaker, and I read them at the table from start to finish. They were riveting.
The second of the emails, sent weeks after the first, began: “Still here.” With regard to th

question at the forefront of my mind—when would he be ready to furnish documents?—he ha
written, “All I can say is ‘soon.’”
After urging her to always remove batteries from cell phones before talking about sensitiv
matters—or, at least, to put the phones in the freezer, where their eavesdropping capability would b
impeded—the leaker told Laura that she should work with me on these documents. He then got to th
crux of what he viewed as his mission:
The shock of this initial period [after the first revelations] will provide the support needed to build a more equal internet, but
this will not work to the advantage of the average person unless science outpaces law. By understanding the mechanisms
through which our privacy is violated, we can win here. We can guarantee for all people equal protection against unreasonable
search through universal laws, but only if the technical community is willing to face the threat and commit to implementing
over-engineered solutions. In the end, we must enforce a principle whereby the only way the powerful may enjoy privacy is
when it is the same kind shared by the ordinary: one enforced by the laws of nature, rather than the policies of man.

“He’s real,” I said when I finished reading. “I can’t explain exactly why, but I just feel intuitivel
that this is serious, that he’s exactly who he says he is.”
“So do I,” Laura replied. “I have very little doubt.”
Reasonably and rationally, Laura and I knew that our faith in the leaker’s veracity might have bee
misplaced. We had no idea who was writing to her. He could have been anyone. He could have bee
inventing the entire tale. This also could have been some sort of plot by the government to entrap u
into collaborating with a criminal leak. Or perhaps it had come from someone who sought to damag
our credibility by passing on fraudulent documents to publish.
We discussed all these possibilities. We knew that a 2008 secret report by the US Army ha
declared WikiLeaks an enemy of the state and proposed ways to “damage and potentially destroy” th
organization. The report (ironically leaked to WikiLeaks) discussed the possibility of passing o
fraudulent documents. If WikiLeaks published them as authentic, it would suffer a serious blow to i
credibility.
Laura and I were aware of all the pitfalls but we discounted them, relying instead on our intuitio
Something intangible yet powerful about those emails convinced us that their author was genuine. H
wrote out of a belief in the dangers of government secrecy and pervasive spying; I instinctive
recognized his political passion. I felt a kinship with our correspondent, with his worldview, and wit
the sense of urgency that was clearly consuming him.
Over the past seven years, I had been driven by the same conviction, writing almost on a dai
basis about the dangerous trends in US state secrecy, radical executive power theories, detention an
surveillance abuses, militarism, and the assault on civil liberties. There is a particular tone an
attitude that unites journalists, activists, and readers of mine, people who are equally alarmed by thes
trends. It would be difficult, I reasoned, for someone who did not truly believe and feel this alarm
replicate it so accurately, with such authenticity.
In one of the last passages of Laura’s emails, her correspondent wrote that he was completing th
final steps necessary to provide us with the documents. He needed another four to six weeks, and w

should wait to hear from him. He assured us that we would.
Three days later, Laura and I met again, this time in Manhattan, and with another email from th
anonymous leaker, in which he explained why he was willing to risk his liberty, to subject himself t
the high likelihood of a very lengthy prison term, in order to disclose these documents. Now I wa
even more convinced: our source was for real, but as I told my partner, David Miranda, on the fligh
home to Brazil, I was determined to put the whole thing out of my mind. “It may not happen. He cou
change his mind. He could get caught.” David is a person of powerful intuition, and he was weird
certain. “It’s real. He’s real. It’s going to happen,” he declared. “And it’s going to be huge.”
* * *

After returning to Rio, I heard nothing for three weeks. I spent almost no time thinking about th
source because all I could do was wait. Then, on May 11, I received an email from a tech expert wit
whom Laura and I had worked in the past. His words were cryptic but his meaning clear: “Hey Glen
I’m following up with learning to use PGP. Do you have an address I can mail you something to hel
you get started next week?”
I was sure that the something he wanted to send was what I needed to begin working on th
leaker’s documents. That, in turn, meant Laura had heard from our anonymous emailer and receive
what we had been waiting for.
The tech person then sent a package via Federal Express, scheduled to arrive in two days. I did n
know what to expect: a program, or the documents themselves? For the next forty-eight hours, it wa
impossible to focus on anything else. But on the day of scheduled delivery, 5:30 p.m. came and wen
and nothing arrived. I called FedEx and was told that the package was being held in customs fo
“unknown reasons.” Two days went by. Then five. Then a full week. Every day FedEx said the sam
thing—that the package was being held in customs, for reasons unknown.
I briefly entertained the suspicion that some government authority—American, Brazilian, o
otherwise—was responsible for this delay because they knew something, but I held on to the f
likelier explanation that it was just one of those coincidental bureaucratic annoyances.
By this point, Laura was very reluctant to discuss any of this by phone or online, so I didn’t kno
what exactly was in the package.
Finally, roughly ten days after the package had been sent to me, FedEx delivered it. I tore open th
envelope and found two USB thumb drives, along with a typewritten note containing detaile
instructions for using various computer programs designed to provide maximum security, as well a
numerous passphrases to encrypted email accounts and other programs I had never heard of.
I had no idea what all this meant. I had never heard of these specific programs before, although
knew about passphrases, basically long passwords containing randomly arranged case-sensitive lette
and punctuation, designed to make them difficult to crack. With Poitras deeply reluctant to talk b
phone or online, I was still frustrated: finally in possession of what I was waiting for, but with no clu
where it would lead me.

I was about to find out, from the best possible guide.
The day after the package arrived, during the week of May 20, Laura told me we needed to spea
urgently, but only through OTR (off-the-record) chat, an encrypted instrument for talking onlin
securely. I had used OTR previously, and managed to install the chat program, signed up for a
account, and added Laura’s user name to my “buddy list.” She showed up instantly.
I asked about whether I now had access to the secret documents. They would only come to m
from the source, she told me, not from her. Laura then added some startling new information, that w
might have to travel to Hong Kong immediately, to meet our source. Now I was baffled. What wa
someone with access to top secret US government documents doing in Hong Kong? I had assumed th
our anonymous source was in Maryland or northern Virginia. What did Hong Kong have to do wit
any of this? I was willing to travel anywhere, of course, but I wanted more information about why
was going. But Laura’s inability to speak freely forced us to postpone that discussion.
She asked whether I’d be willing to travel to Hong Kong within the next few days. I wanted to b
certain that this would be worthwhile, meaning: Had she obtained verification that this source wa
real? She cryptically replied, “Of course, I wouldn’t ask you to go to Hong Kong if I hadn’t.”
assumed this meant she had received some serious documents from the source.
But she also told me about a brewing problem. The source was upset by how things had gone thu
far, particularly about a new turn: the possible involvement of the Washington Post. Laura said it wa
critical that I speak to him directly, to assure him and placate his growing concerns.
Within an hour, the source himself emailed me.
. Verax means “truth teller” in Latin. The subject lin
This email came from Verax@
read, “Need to talk.”
“I’ve been working on a major project with a mutual friend of ours,” the email began, letting m
know that it was he, the anonymous source, clearly referring to his contacts with Laura.
“You recently had to decline short-term travel to meet with me. You need to be involved in thi
story,” he wrote. “Is there any way we can talk on short notice? I understand you don’t have much i
the way of secure infrastructure, but I’ll work around what you have.” He suggested that we speak v
OTR and provided his user name.
I was uncertain what he had meant about “declining short-term travel”: I had expressed confusio
about why he was in Hong Kong but certainly hadn’t refused to go. I chalked that up
miscommunication and replied immediately. “I want to do everything possible to be involved in this
I told him, suggesting that we talk right away on OTR. I added his user name to my OTR buddy li
and waited.
Within fifteen minutes, my computer sounded a bell-like chime, signaling that he had signed o
Slightly nervous, I clicked on his name and typed “hello.” He answered, and I found myself speakin
directly to someone who I assumed had, at that point, revealed a number of secret documents abo
US surveillance programs and who wanted to reveal more.
Right off the bat, I told him I was absolutely committed to the story. “I’m willing to do what

have to do to report this,” I said. The source—whose name, place of employment, age, and all oth
attributes were still unknown to me—asked if I would come to Hong Kong to meet him. I did not as
why he was in Hong Kong; I wanted to avoid appearing to be fishing for information.
Indeed, from the start I decided I would let him take the lead. If he wanted me to know why he wa
in Hong Kong, he would tell me. And if he wanted me to know what documents he had and planned t
provide me, he would tell me that, too. This passive posture was difficult for me. As a former litigato
and current journalist, I’m accustomed to aggressive questioning when I want answers, and I ha
hundreds of things I wanted to ask.
But I assumed his situation was delicate. Whatever else was true, I knew that this person ha
resolved to carry out what the US government would consider a very serious crime. It was clear fro
how concerned he was with secure communications that discretion was vital. And, I reasoned,—sinc
I had so little information about whom I was talking to, about his thinking, his motives and fears—
that caution and restraint on my part were imperative. I did not want to scare him off, so I force
myself to let the information come to me rather than trying to grab it.
“Of course I’ll come to Hong Kong,” I said, still having no idea why he was there, of all places, o
why he wanted me to go there.
We spoke online that day for two hours. His first concern was what was happening with some o
the NSA documents that, with his consent, Poitras had talked about to a Washington Post reporte
Barton Gellman. The documents pertained to one specific story about a program called PRISM, whic
allowed the NSA to collect private communications from the world’s largest Internet companie
including Facebook, Google, Yahoo!, and Skype.
Rather than report the story quickly and aggressively, the Washington Post had assembled a larg
team of lawyers who were making all kinds of demands and issuing all sorts of dire warnings. To th
source, this signaled that the Post, handed what he believed was an unprecedented journalist
opportunity, was being driven by fear rather than conviction and determination. He was also livid th
the Post had involved so many people, afraid that these discussions might jeopardize his security.
“I don’t like how this is developing,” he told me. “I had wanted someone else to do this one stor
abut PRISM so you could focus on the broader archive, especially the mass domestic spying, but no
I really want you to be the one to report this. I’ve been reading you a long time,” he said, “and I kno
you’ll be aggressive and fearless in how you do this.”
“I’m ready and eager,” I told him. “Let’s decide now what I need to do.”
“The first order of business is for you to get to Hong Kong,” he said. He returned to that again an
again: come to Hong Kong immediately.
The other significant topic we discussed in that first online conversation was his goal. I knew fro
the emails Laura had shown me that he felt compelled to tell the world about the massive spyin
apparatus the US government was secretly building. But what did he hope to achieve?
“I want to spark a worldwide debate about privacy, Internet freedom, and the dangers of sta
surveillance,” he said. “I’m not afraid of what will happen to me. I’ve accepted that my life will like

be over from my doing this. I’m at peace with that. I know it’s the right thing to do.”
He then said something startling: “I want to identify myself as the person behind these disclosure
I believe I have an obligation to explain why I’m doing this and what I hope to achieve.” He told m
he had written a document that he wanted to post on the Internet when he outed himself as the sourc
a pro-privacy, anti-surveillance manifesto for people around the world to sign, showing that there wa
global support for protecting privacy.
Despite the near-certain costs of outing himself—a lengthy prison term if not worse—he was, th
source said again and again, “at peace” with those consequences. “I only have one fear in doing all o
this,” he said, which is “that people will see these documents and shrug, that they’ll say, ‘we assume
this was happening and don’t care.’ The only thing I’m worried about is that I’ll do all this to my lif
for nothing.”
“I seriously doubt that will happen,” I assured him, but I wasn’t convinced I really believed that.
knew from my years of writing about NSA abuses that it can be hard to generate serious concern abou
secret state surveillance: invasion of privacy and abuse of power can be viewed as abstractions, one
that are difficult to get people to care about viscerally. What’s more, the issue of surveillance
invariably complex, making it even harder to engage the public in a widespread way.
But this felt different. The media pays attention when top secret documents are leaked. And th
fact that the warning was coming from someone on the inside of the national security apparatus—
rather than an American Civil Liberties Union lawyer or a civil liberties advocate—surely meant th
it would have added weight.
That night, I talked to David about going to Hong Kong. I was still reluctant to drop all of my wor
to fly to the other side of the world to meet someone I knew nothing about, not even his nam
particularly since I had no real evidence that he was who he said he was. It could be a complete was
of time—or entrapment or some other weird plot.
“You should tell him that you want to see a few documents first to know that he’s serious and tha
this is worth it for you,” David suggested.
As usual, I took his advice. When I signed on to OTR the next morning, I said I was planning
leave for Hong Kong within days but first wanted to see some documents so that I understood th
types of disclosures he was prepared to make.
To do that, he told me again to install various programs. I then spent a couple of days online as th
source walked me through, step by step, how to install and use each program, including, finally, PG
encryption. Knowing that I was a beginner, he exhibited great patience, literally on the level of “Clic
the blue button, now press OK, now go to the next screen.”
I kept apologizing for my lack of proficiency, for having to take hours of his time to teach me th
most basic aspects of secure communication. “No worries,” he said, “most of this makes little sens
And I have a lot of free time right now.”
Once the programs were all in place, I received a file containing roughly twenty-five document
“Just a very small taste: the tip of the tip of the iceberg,” he tantalizingly explained.

I un-zipped the file, saw the list of documents, and randomly clicked on one of them. At the top o
the page in red letters, a code appeared: “TOP SECRET//COMINT/NOFORN/.”
This meant the document had been legally designated top secret, pertained to communication
intelligence (COMINT), and was not for distribution to foreign nationals, including internation
organizations or coalition partners (NOFORN). There it was with incontrovertible clarity: a high
confidential communication from the NSA, one of the most secretive agencies in the world’s mo
powerful government. Nothing of this significance had ever been leaked from the NSA, not in all th
six-decade history of the agency. I now had a couple dozen such items in my possession. And th
person I had spent hours chatting with over the last two days had many, many more to give me.
That first document was a training manual for NSA officials to teach analysts about ne
surveillance capabilities. It discussed in broad terms the type of information the analysts could quer
(email addresses, IP [Internet protocol] locator data, telephone numbers) and the type of data the
would receive in response (email content, telephone “meta-data,” chat logs). Basically, I wa
eavesdropping on NSA officials as they instructed their analysts on how to listen in on their targets.
My heart was racing. I had to stop reading and walk around my house a few times to take in what
had just seen and calm myself enough to focus on reading the files. I went back to my laptop an
randomly clicked on the next document, a top secret PowerPoint presentation, entitled “PRISM/US
984XN Overview.” Each page bore the logos of nine of the largest Internet companies, includin
Google, Facebook, Skype, and Yahoo!.
The first slides laid out a program under which the NSA had what it called “collection directl
from the servers of these U.S. Service Providers: Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Paltalk, AOL
Skype, YouTube, Apple.” A graph displayed the dates on which each of these companies had joined
the program.
Again I became so excited, I had to stop reading.
The source also said he was sending me a large file that I would be unable to access until the tim
was right. I decided to set aside that cryptic though significant statement for the moment, in line wi
my approach of letting him decide when I got information but also because I was so excited by what
had in front of me.
From the first glimpse I’d had of just these few documents, I knew two things: I needed to get
Hong Kong right away, and I would have to have substantial institutional support to do this reportin
This meant involving the Guardian, the newspaper and online news website that I had joined as a dai
columnist only nine months earlier. Now I was about to bring them in to what I knew already would b
a major explosive story.
Using Skype, I called Janine Gibson, the British editor in chief of the US edition of the Guardia
My agreement with the Guardian was that I had full editorial independence, which meant that nobod
could edit or even review my articles before they ran. I wrote my pieces, and then published the
directly to the Internet myself. The only exceptions to this arrangement were that I would alert them
my writing could have legal consequences for the newspaper or posed an unusual journalist

quandary. That had happened very few times in the previous nine months, only once or twice, whic
meant that I had had very little interaction with the Guardian editors.
Obviously, if any story warranted a heads-up, it was this one. Also, I knew I would need th
paper’s resources and support.
“Janine, I have a huge story,” I plunged in. “I have a source who has access to what seems to be
large amount of top secret documents from the NSA. He’s given me a few already, and they’r
shocking. But he says he has many, many more. For some reason, he’s in Hong Kong, I have no ide
why yet, and he wants me to go there to meet him and get the rest. What he’s given me, what I ju
looked at, show some pretty shocking—”
Gibson interrupted. “How are you calling me?”
“By Skype.”
“I don’t think we should talk about this on the phone, and definitely not by Skype,” she wise
said, and she proposed that I get on a plane to New York immediately so that we could discuss th
story in person.
My plan, which I told Laura, was to fly to New York, show the documents to the Guardian, g
them excited about the story, and then have them send me to Hong Kong to see the source. Laur
agreed to meet me in New York, and then we intended to travel together to Hong Kong.
The next day, I flew from Rio to JFK on the overnight flight, and by 9:00 a.m. the following da
Friday, May 31, I had checked in to my Manhattan hotel and then met Laura. The first thing we di
was go to a store to buy a laptop that would serve as my “air gapped machine,” a computer that nev
connected to the Internet. It is much more difficult to subject an Internet-free computer
surveillance. To monitor an air gapped computer, an intelligence service such as the NSA would hav
to engage in far more difficult methods, such as obtaining physical access to the computer and placin
a surveillance device on the hard drive. Keeping the computer close at all times helps prevent th
type of invasion. I would use this new laptop to work with materials that I didn’t want monitored, lik
secret NSA documents, without fear of detection.
I shoved my new computer into my backpack and walked the five Manhattan blocks with Laura
the Guardian’s Soho office.
Gibson was waiting for us when we arrived. She and I went directly into her office, where we we
joined by Stuart Millar, Gibson’s deputy. Laura sat outside. Gibson didn’t know Laura, and I wante
us to be able to talk freely. I had no idea how the Guardian editors would react to what I had. I hadn
worked with them before, certainly not on anything remotely approaching this level of gravity an
importance.
After I pulled up the source’s files on my laptop, Gibson and Millar sat together at a table and rea
the documents, periodically muttering “wow” and “holy shit” and similar exclamations. I sat on a so
and watched them read, observing the shock registering on their faces when the reality of what
possessed began to sink in. Each time they finished with one document, I popped up to show them th
next one. Their amazement only intensified.

In addition to the two dozen or so NSA documents the source had sent, he had included th
manifesto he intended to post, calling for signatures as a show of solidarity with the pro-privacy, ant
surveillance cause. The manifesto was dramatic and severe, but that was to be expected, given th
dramatic and severe choices he had made, choices that would upend his life forever. It made sense t
me that someone who had witnessed the shadowy construction of a ubiquitous system of sta
surveillance, with no oversight or checks, would be gravely alarmed by what he had seen and th
dangers it posed. Of course his tone was extreme; he had been so alarmed that he had made a
extraordinary decision to do something brave and far-reaching. I understood the reason for his ton
although I worried about how Gibson and Millar would react to reading the manifesto. I didn’t wa
them to think we were dealing with someone unstable, particularly since, having spent many hou
talking to him, I knew that he was exceptionally rational and deliberative.
My fear was quickly validated. “This is going to sound crazy to some people,” Gibson pronounced
“Some people and pro-NSA media types will say it’s a bit Ted Kaczynski-ish,” I agreed. “Bu
ultimately, the documents are what matters, not him or his motives for giving them to us. And beside
anyone who does something this extreme is going to have extreme thoughts. That’s inevitable.”
Along with that manifesto, Snowden had written a missive to the journalists to whom he gave h
archive of documents. It sought to explain his purpose and goals and predicted how he would likely b
demonized:
My sole motive is to inform the public as to that which is done in their name and that which is done against them. The U.S.
government, in conspiracy with client states, chiefest among them the Five Eyes—the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand—have inflicted upon the world a system of secret, pervasive surveillance from which there is no refuge. They
protect their domestic systems from the oversight of citizenry through classification and lies, and shield themselves from
outrage in the event of leaks by overemphasizing limited protections they choose to grant the governed.…
The enclosed documents are real and original, and are offered to provide an understanding of how the global, passive
surveillance system works so that protections against it may be developed. On the day of this writing, all new communications
records that can be ingested and catalogued by this system are intended to be held for [] years, and new “Massive Data
Repositories” (or euphemistically “Mission” Data Repositories) are being built and deployed worldwide, with the largest at the
new data center in Utah. While I pray that public awareness and debate will lead to reform, bear in mind that the policies of
men change in time, and even the Constitution is subverted when the appetites of power demand it. In words from history: Let
us speak no more of faith in man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of cryptography.

I instantly recognized the last sentence as a play on a Thomas Jefferson quote from 1798 that
often cited in my writing: “In questions of power, then, let no more be heard of confidence in man, bu
bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution.”
After reviewing all of the documents, including Snowden’s missive, Gibson and Millar wer
persuaded. “Basically,” Gibson concluded within two hours of my arrival that morning, “you need t
go to Hong Kong as soon as possible, like tomorrow, right?”
The Guardian was on board. My mission in New York had been accomplished. Now I knew tha
Gibson was committed to pursuing the story aggressively, at least for the moment. That afternoo
Laura and I worked with the Guardian’s travel person to get to Hong Kong as quickly as possible. Th
best option was a sixteen-hour non-stop flight on Cathay Pacific that left from JFK the next mornin
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